


Skava Commerce is the only modern, mobile-first and 
modular e-commerce platform that delivers engaging
omnichannel experiences.



TO DELIGHT

Creating engaging e-commerce customer 
experiences usually means extensive IT support. 
Not with Skava Commerce. Get the freedom 
to delight customers with minimal or no IT 
support. Its modern architecture easily tackles 
surges – even during peak season – ensuring 
customers find and order what they need. By 
weaving in new technologies like virtual fitting 
rooms and intelligent recommendations, it 
helps you deliver delight.



The way to address the disruption transforming 
retail is constant evolution. Skava Commerce 
frees you to constantly reinvent yourself, while 
delivering relevant and engaging omnichannel 
experiences. Scale seamlessly as traffic increases, 
learn more about your shoppers, quickly test 
their appetite for new products, and add cloud 
microservices on-the-fly. With Skava Commerce, 
evolution never stops.TO EVOLVE



TO INNOVATE

The fact about legacy e-commerce technologies 
is that rather than enabling, they obstruct 
innovation. You need the freedom to innovate. 
Get it with the loosely-coupled architecture 
and modular approach of Skava Commerce. 
Innovate while delivering consistent experiences 
across touchpoints. It comes with cutting-
edge capabilities like NLP and IoT apart from 
a spectrum of digital applications – so that 
innovation never stops.



Buy a large legacy platform or build a new one 
from scratch? Skava Commerce is the perfect 
alternative: A ready-to-deploy, customizable 
e-commerce solution that gives you the freedom to 
create your unique identity. Deploy the entire suite, 
or customize each layer, microservice and digital 
application  – or simply lease the source code, and 
accelerate your e-commerce journey in a way that 
is unique to you.TO DIFFERENTIATE



TO ACCELERATE

Traditional e-commerce solutions can be 
formidably monolithic, forcing you to deploy 
everything at once. Plus, a single change can 
lead to multiple disruptions and lost customers. 
Skava Commerce gives you the freedom to 
choose and deploy apps or microservices 
independently and in phases – and without 
disruptions. So you can prioritize your efforts 
and get to market quicker. 



Traditional e-commerce solutions are mostly 
complex and inflexible, restricting businesses 
from quickly responding to changing customer 
needs. Skava Commerce’s unique, loosely-
coupled architecture allows individual 
components to be launched – and optimized 
– independently. Business teams also get the 
freedom to implement updates by themselves 
without relying on IT. Skava Commerce is as 
simple as it gets.TO SIMPLIFY 



Most e-commerce solutions have high capex 
costs, subscriptions, maintenance, and upgrade 
fees. With Skava Commerce, you get the freedom 
to deploy quickly without a sizable upfront 
investment and to pay only for components 
you want, without excessive licensing fees. 
Customize and adapt quickly, without an army of 
developers. You are finally free to invest in what 
you really need – and save on what you don’t.TO SAVE



Getting a share of the mobile e-commerce 
pie is tough when you retrofit mobility into 
desktop-era solutions. You need a mobile-first 
solution. Skava Commerce delivers engaging 
mobile experiences from day one. Rated as an 
industry leader for mobile commerce websites  
– adaptive, responsive, or customized – Skava 
Commerce gives you the freedom to deliver 
distinct experiences to new and returning 
mobile customers.TO BE MOBILE



Shoppers today start transactions through 
one device or channel and finish on another, 
making consistent omnichannel experiences 
an imperative. Skava Commerce gives you the 
freedom to deliver omnichannel experiences 
that are all-encompassing. Explore in-store 
associate apps, smart signage, mobile or 
desktop commerce. Leverage innovations like 
NLP-based apps, IoT and social commerce tools 
such as conversational commerce. Delight your 
shoppers, whatever the touchpoint.TO BE VERSATILE



Legacy platforms are notorious for denying 
business users the control they need to change 
things quickly. Skava Commerce frees them from 
these constraints, empowering them to instantly 
manage brand, product and promotion-related 
content in real-time and across channels. When 
every minute counts, you can produce website 
updates, marketing landing pages and other 
relevant digital experiences without losing a 
moment.TO BE NIMBLE




